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News Release

The University rfDayton
WINNER OF UD ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY GRANT ANNOUNCED

DAYTON, Ohio, September 21, 1982 -- Capitalizing on the strengths of the
University of Dayton Research Institute and the Departments of Physics and Electrical
Engineering, a search committee has awarded Gary Thiele, associate dean of engineering,
the $300,000 Advanced Technology Challenge Grant, to lead to the development of a
Haster of Science degree in Electro-Optical Sciences.

The decision was announced at

the September 17 faculty meeting.
~~nds

for the matching grant were made available in January when an anonymous

contribution of $150,000, matched by UD, initiated the search for "a new educational
progra:::~

or the redesign of an existing one to prepare professionals for the demands

of designing and producing advanced technology for the enhancement of modern life."
The

obj ~~·tive

of the electro-optics program, initiated by Thiele and 8 other

Univers ity faculty and staff members, will be to develop capabilities and skills in
the field, for

invol•ra~ent

in research and development programs and industry and

governman·t, as well as to p1.·ep·::>:'e students for advanced degree programs.
Accordi.r,g to t he proposal, "The program will emphasize the sciences required in
the study, t e ttching, research, and development of modern optics, electro-optical
devices and
opt~c al

and

sy~t.c:::ts ,

optical testing, lasers, current optical spectroscopic techniques,

p=cbe techniques, holography, image processing, fiber optics, quantum optics

qu~ntum

electronics, and computer techniques for design evaluation, and data

collection."
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Citing a lack of educational opportunity in this area to contribute to the
growing $9 billion per year optics industry, Thiele stated in his proposal that the
master's degree program would be supported by students who have indicated an interest
in remaining in this area but who are forced to seek degrees elsewhere, in addition to
the interest expressed by people at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and local businessep.
The field of electro-optics includes optical instruments, lasers, fiber optics, thin
films, and electro-optical systems.

currently, the only electro-optical programs in

existence are at the Universitites of Central Florida and New Mexico.
The growth of the labor force in optics, from 20,000 in 1970 to 40,000 in 1980
indicates that the demand in the advanced technology areas encompassed by electro- ·
optics will continue as the demand for defense and laser-related work expands.
Between 1979 and 1981, the laser segment of electro-optics grew 30 per cent, to
$1.1 billion.

In his proposal, Thiele stated, "A significant expansion of electro-

optics into consumer, industrial, medical, and military technologies has occurred over
the remarkably short span of about ten years.

For example, fiber optics is

r~idly

replacing copper cables in telephone and television communications, and laser welding,
cutting and machining are becoming commonplace in modern factories."
"Within the next decade or two·, two-way telecommunication systems will spring up
via 'fiber TV'.

Business transactions will be carried out with our banks from our

home; public polls will be carried out on every imaginable issue almost daily; and

the current price lists of our market or department store will be almost instantly
available at our home telecommunicator.

The enormous explosion right now in the so-

called microelectronics technology promises almost unimaginable information handling
and storage capabilities.

It is electro-optics that will play a significant part in

the transmission and display of this information

as well as many, many other

functions."
The course offerings and research involvement in electro-optics will be of
benefit to the UD undergraduate programs in physics and engineering, as the courses
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will be available to upper-level undergraduates.

In addition, undergraduate

students will be able to participate, with faculty and research, in funded research
projects.
Initial funding of the Advanced Technology Challenge Grant is for three
years.
For more information and press interviews contact Ro Nita Hawes, University
Communications, (513) 229-3241.
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